
Instructions
This worksheet may not make sense without the webinar it belongs to so if you haven’t taken the 

“What is Vision Music?” webinar, look for the sign-up in my blog at HipHarp.com 

Who’s DHC (Deborah Henson-Conant)?

Hey there! I’m Deborah Henson-Conant, also known as “DHC.” 
I’m a composer, performer and a coach to creative artists - 
especially those who play the HARP!

I help you - the impassioned harp player -  express yourSELF with 
your instrument by sharing the fundamentals of how music ‘works’ 
so you can improvise, arrange and combine your harp playing with 
other things you love - from singing and storytelling to cooking, 
dancing or writing.  

I’m an impassioned creative artist ... and I speak to the artist in 
you.  I hope you enjoy today’s training and that you’ll join me in 
the year-long Hip Harp Academy!

Greetings Passionate Harp Player!

Welcome to “What is Vision Music.”  This is a workshop about turning your vision into a piece of 
music that you can play every day as part of your daily practice - a piece of music that helps you 
connect with your life’s vision, feel it, and feel it take shape in your hands.

You can also use a piece you already know as 
your vision piece.  What’s important is that it 
be a piece you know so well you could play it 
in your sleep.  It doesn’t have to be a piece 
you love ... yet. Because you’lll learn to love it. 

This is also a workshop about the musicality - so what you 
learn from Vision Music, you can apply to any piece you play. 

This workshop is a warm-up webinar for “Strings of Passion” - 
learn more at StringsOfPassion.com or HipHarpAcademy.com 

Sun. Mar. 8 at 2:30 pm
(Registration includes a replay link)

•	Learn how notes can destroy your PASSION - and how to reclaim it!
•	Anchor rhythm in your BODY instead of struggling to “count it out.” 
•	Learn to play the HEART of a melody at ANY technical level
•	vDiscover the passionate CHARACTER of music, alive in your body
•	vSIZZLE your strings with 3 easy dramatic glissando techniques!  

vPLUS: Download your FREE “Baroque Flamenco” Play-Sheet 
vso YOU can try it all out right on the spot -- on lever or pedal harp!

What is Vision Music?  
A Playsheet from Deborah Henson-Conant & HipHarpAcademy.com

This is a “Hip Harp Academy” Warm-Up Webinar Playsheet for the “Strings of Passion” Program

Join me for much more at:  
 
HipHarpAcademy.com HipHaRp.com

fn: PlaySheet-HaRpyBirthday_v1dhc.indd / ud 161016

“The classes in Hip Harp 
Academy give me permission 
to become a more empowered 
ME on the harp!”   (MaryAnn)  

“Now I feel more confident about making my 
IHTP application recordings. You are the cure for 
performance anxiety!”  (Laura)



There are many ways to use this wheel.  Here’s one of them:
• Write a reminder-word for the vision in the outer color.  
• Add notes about the ‘character’ of that vision in the white part. 
• Write notes for playing that section outside the circle.

Focus on the verb “TO BE” and start each section or sentence with “I am now _________-ing” for 
example: I am now playing my harp effortlessly as I see the smiles of the people I love around me.

Some people like to segment their vision into areas of their lives - others like a single vision that implies 
or incorporates all the areas. You don’t need to use all the segments of the wheel and you don’t always 
have to play the music in order.  It can be as simple as choosing a single note for each part of the vision. 
The goal is to be able to play it fluently, feel the vision and allow the vision to evolve and deepen as you 
play it each day.
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VISION MUSIC SCORE

This is just a different 
way of looking at Vision 
Music. It’s not for writ-
ing detailed notes - but 
just reminders, if there’s 
a chord or a harmony 
you discover that you 
love.


